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by Robert Ehrig

This week has been very quiet as far a shipments go.

We are however doing our year end (begining) Clearance event.

I have red marked several, well more then several, LOTS of great product
that has overstayed its welcome here at the appliance outlet.

If you need something or know anybody who's looking for that spectacular deal
send them our way, cause they won’t get any less expensive then this.

Hurry in though, cause they wont last.

Thanks for accepting my newsletter,
Robert Ehrig 



GE
Kitchen Suite

4 Pieces

Now Only
$ 3499.99



MIcrowaves starting at $ 279.99

GE Range for  $ 899.99



GE Monogram
30” Single Oven

Now Only

$  1599.99

In Addition to that for the first time and only time.
You can come in here and get 

$ 200.00 off ANY 
single or double   Wall Oven  in stock,  

and we have lots to choose from.



Dishwashers starting at $ 399.99
in addition to the markdowns in red.

Take an additional $ 200.00 off All Panel Ready Dishwashers marked price.



How about this ???
Fisher Paykel

Refurbished units
NOW ONLY

$ 199.99
double drawer

and single drawer for 
ONLY  $ 99.99



Hoods Starting at $ 499.99



Alfresco
36” Grill Head

Now Only
$ 2599.99

Alfresco
Refrigerated Beverage

Now Only
$ 1699.99



Alfresco
30” BBQ
on cart
in LP

Now Only
$  2199.99



Viking Induction Cooktop
now Only
$ 999.99

Viking  Designer
30” Gas Cooktop

Now Only
$ 899.99



DCS
BBQ Grill Heads

You Can Get
$ 200.00 
Any MFG

Refurbished
Unit







We have lots of great deals right now.

I do not think that they will last long at these prices.

The DCS deal  and the Wall Oven deal  are only good 
until the next newsletter come out.

or 1-20-15
whichever comes first.

Everything else is priced as marked.

Quantities are limited, so please do not delay for this one.

Thanks again,
Robert Ehrig 


